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A Review of Cave and Karst Research
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Frontispiece.
nle entrance of Skull Ice Cave, a lava tube in Lava Beds
National Monument. (Photograph courtesy of National Park Service)
CAVE

DETECTION

by Arthur L. Lange,

BY

MAGNETIC

SURVEYS

Cave Research Associates

Introduction: The detection and mapping of underground
geologic structures,
especially ore bodies, have been corrrrnon objectives of exploration geophysics
for over half a century. Magnetic techniques, which involve the measurement
of the distortion of the earth's field by local magnetized bodies. are often
applied in conjunction with other geophysical methods, such as gravity, electromagnetic, and resistivity, in order to confirm the interpretation
of the
magnetic data. The magnetic method, in effect, measures the anomalies in
the ear-this field due to the presence of induced as well as remanent magnetism beneath or at the surface.' An are body generally is composed of
material of higher magnetic susceptibility or magnetization than the surrounding rock and appears as a positive anomaly, or an intensification of the
earth's field. A cave, on the other hand, represents a zone of lesser SUB41
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ceptibilityand,
hence, appears
as a negative anomaly.
Thus far I have found
no references
to the detection
of caverns by magnetics
but, from field evidences
and theory, conclude
that caves, in some rock types, can be detected
and mapped at the surface
by means of magnetometer
surveys.
Theory:
The ions of a natural
rock may be regarded
as small magne ts , A
non-magnetized
body is one in which its magnetic
elements
are randoznly
oriented;
that is,
not aligned;
one whose ele ments
tend to align with the
applied or induced magnetic
field is said to be of positive susceptibility,
or
paramagnetic;
and one showing altgnment normal
to the applied field is of
negative
susceptibility,
or diamagnetic.
In Figure
1, it is seen that
salt,
anhydrite,
and gypsum are commonly diamagnetic,
while most other
rocks
are paramagnetic.
The susceptibility
of air or a vacuum is zero.
If, after
the applied field is changed or removed, the rock remains to some degree
magnetized
in the original
direction,
it is said to exhibit remanent magnetds rn,
Many rocks contain elements
of both forms of magnetization,
having coznponents of alignment in the directions
of both the present
and a for rne r e ar-tht e
field or lightning induction,
so that a resultant
vector
of magnetization
is
recorded
which lies somewhere
between the two. Reversals
of field of 1800
have
been noted in many rocks.
For a basic and lucid introduction
to the
kinds
of rock magne ttern, I recommend
Chapter
12 of GRANT and WEST

(1965 ).
Since the magnetic field is distorted above a structure
of different
susceptibility
from the surrounding
rock, the body might be detected by measuring the field at the surface
by running traverses
with a magneto mete r , The
resulting
graph of field intensity
is characteristic
of the shape, dimensions,
and depth of the 'body.
The amplitude of the anomaly
is less for deeper
bodies or for higher traverses,
such as those made from the air.
Some magnetometers
measure
the total intensity
of the ea r-th t s field;
others,
its vertical
or horizontal
component. Since,
in high latitudes,
the
vertical
component is the stronger,
a vertical
component instrument
has
been used in the northern
California surveys reported
here, and the analyses
are presented
in terms
of this component only.
For
application in lower
latitudes,
the for rnul.as for the horizontal component
anomalies can be
obtained from sources such as HEILAND (1940) and others in the bibliography.
The experiments
described
herein were perforzned
over caves which approxtrnate horizontal cylinders,
and it is this form whose anomaly will be derived
here.
Throughout this report we shall employ the centimeter-gram-second
eyatern of units, which is that most commonly
used in geophysical
The unit of measur-ement
of field intensity is the gauss {gilberts per
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meter). It is usually expressed in gammas. where one gamma .« 10-5 gauss.
Other units are discussed in HEILAND(1940. Chapter 8).
The induced m.agnetic field along a surface traverse at right angles to a
hollow horizontal cylinder of radius r and depth D (Figure 2) can be derived
by a method used in hydrodynamics to solve an analogous problem in fluid
flow. Heiland (1940: p , 392., Equations 8~59) presents the solution to the
problem of a solid cylinder but does not derive it. He does, however. refer
to the work of Haakck, who, in turn, obtained it from Auerbach. Neither of
these offer a derivation, but the latter cites Kirchhoff (1853) as first solving
the problem. I sought instead the simplified approach that is presented below.
I shall show that the solution obtained is geometrically equivalent to that
which Heiland and his predecessors have promulgated.
At a given time, in uniform terrain and lithology, the ea r tht e magnetic
field may be regarded as locally constant, and can be represented by the
uniform vector To at an inclination 0<.. It has horizontal and vertical components Ho and Zo, respectively (Figure 2.). Disregarding, for the time
being, the presence of the interface at x:;: 0, the field To can be likened
to the stream of uniform velocity U of hydrodynamics. Applyingthe notation
of Milne-Thompson (1950: Chapters 6 and 8), the velocity potential of the
stream is given by w' :;: Uz I, where z I is the complex variable
x' + iy',
with x' aligned with the stream. 1£ we now rotate the coordinates by an
amount ~0<, the uniform stream potential in terms of our coordinate system
(Figure 2) becomes
w

=

Uze

-1<><

,

(1)

and the complex velocity is
dU/dz= Ucoacc - tus m ec,
whose real and imaginary parts are the velocity components analogous to
Ho and Zo of the magnetic field.
The disturbance of the stream due to the presence of an elliptical cyl inder aligned with the stream is found to be equivalent to that of a source

,

OJ
ANHYDRITE,

BJ negative

GYPSUM

BASALT AND LAVA

""~==

DOLOMITE
GNEISS
GRANITE
LIMESTONE
MAGNETITE

ORE
SALT

SANDSTONE

IA

negative

l&'iJ

SCHIST
SERPENTINE
SHALE

Figure 1. Ranges and sample measurements of rock susceptibilities.
Examples designated
"negative" are diamagnetic
(from HEILAND,1940).
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and sink
similarly
aligned,
since
the dividing streamline
..p = a is tlie
cylinder.
The dividing streamline
becomes circular as the source and
sink approach
each other to form a
doublet. The complex: potential representing
the disturbance
of the
stream
due to this doublet is TJ r~/z ~
as derived
by Milne-Thompson
(po
201) and substituting our r for his a.
Again,
rotating
the
axes,
so that
z = zle-J."",
the potential
of
the
stream
in the presence
of the cylinder becomes
-io<
w = Uze

+

Ur2eio<
--z--

.

-x

(2)

A complex potential can be resolved
into its real and imaginary
parts,
the velocity
and atr ea.rn pptentials,
respectively;
thus,
w=¢+il/J.
Figure
2. Coordinate system used in the
text,
showing
depth
and radius
of a
In magnetic
terms, the stream pocylindrical cave and the components
tentials
..p = constant. define the flux
of magnetic dip.
lines; the velocity potentials ¢ = constant are the equipotential surfaces
whose partial
derivatives
depict the force field (Figure
3). It is the x and
y components
of the field that are registered
by component magnetometers.

Equation

2 can be written

in terms

w
-U = (cos ex -

Jn

whose

z•

w

real
¢J

U= U

of x and y.

isint:() (x+iy)

and imaginary
i

if!

U '" (xcos cc +

+

+ isino() (x-iy)
+ y2

'--"'>:""""~,'-''-'C"","-'->==.L
x

parts

are

r2
ys Lnce) + -Z--2
x +y

r'
+ 22
x +Y

+ i [(-xsinoc + ycosp)
For

+

as follows:

r2(coso<

+

(XCOSIX

ysino<')

(xe In« - ycose-) ].

(3)

if!/U = 0, the dividing streamline.
r'

(xetn«

x2+iO!

- ycoscQ

= xs i n cc

«

yeQs(X,

which, by rotating the axes by an amount 0<
back into stream alignment,
becomes
r'

---y'
X'2+y'2

=

j

1. e ••

y',

or
Figure

3.

Cylindri-

cal cave and aseocf.a ted lines of
magnetic

flux

"',

and e qufpot.errtdaL
lines
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By

y == D above the origin,

.

= - US1na -

Ur2

[

(x2+D2)2

(4)

- 2xDcosQ'+

This is the vertical component of the magnetic field in the solid space and
in the presence
of the hollow cylinder.
In geophysical
prospecting,
one is
concerned
only with the second term on the right-hand
side of (4), the geometrical
term representing
the presence
of the cylinder.
Therefore,
the
term
Uainc and the undetermined
constant contribution
due to the presence
of the solid half-space
above y = 0 can be disregarded.
We can now relate
the stream
velocity U and the magnetic field by a constant factor.
Thus,
U = 21TD.K'T' o

where
of the

D.K'

is the susceptibility
we obtain

c yl'inde r ; and

!J.Z == _

wherein,

(8-59)

case.

£:£
oy

contrast between the solid
for the vertical
anomaly,
2

= _ 26.K'nr

(x2+D2)2

[-

xDH

0

and the

contents

+ Z (x2_D2)].
0

(5)
f

Ho = Tocosa' and Zo = Tosina'.
This is equivalent
to the
formula
in HEILAND, with the axes reversed.
Note,
however, that in our
the susceptibility
contrast
is reversed,
or negative,
since we are

gammas

--------x

au

1000

o

----

"

x

Meters

,

~~.
,

Figure 4. Theoretical magnetic profiles for the vertical
componentover east/
west-striking
cylindrical
caves of radius 9.15m (30 ft) at depths of 13.7 m
(45 ft)
and IS.3m (60 ft)
in a rock of susceptibility
.023 units cgs, for
the magnetic dip shown.
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dealing with a hollow- rather than solid cylinder;
hence, the anornaIy
is inverted compared
w-ith its form for the equivalent
are body in a medium of
lesser
susceptibility.
The horizontal
Hettand!e
formula.

anomaly

can be found in

a similar

way and

equated

with

In Figure 4, Ii Z is plotted for two typical cave depths for a cylindrical
cave trending
east/w-est,
or 90° from magnetic
north. In any other
orientation, the Ho term in (5) must be multiplied
by the sine of the azimuth
from
magnetic north. The traverses
taken normal to the cave axis for caves oriented 0°, 45°, and 90° are plotted in Figure
5. For 0°, the contribution
of
the horizontal
component to the anomaly vardshes and the curve is aymme ctrical. If the ta-ave r s e is run at some angle other than normal to the cave,
the anomaly becomes
stretched
out in the x direction
by a factor
of the
cosecant of the angle
between the traverse
and the cave axis.
The dotted
curve in Figure
5 illustrates
this for a traverse
run at 30° from a north/
south cave.
Since the anomaly for the hollow- cylinder
is the negative of that for the
solid form, a similar
inversion can be anticipated
for other types of bodiesthe sphere,
dike, etc.
Heiland (1940)
presents
the formulas
for
several
types of solid bodies,
and the geophysical
literature
contains many others.
For an atlas of the magnetic anomalies over many different bodies at various
orientations,
I refer the reader to Mikov (1956). Although the text is in
Russian, the figures
are readily understood.
Gay (1965) trea.ts
the solid
cylinder specifically
and analyzes its anomalies
in detail.
The anomaly due to remanent magnetization
can be determined
in the
same way as for the induced, but with the field oriented in the direction
of
the formerrnagnetization,
if known.
Various
techniques
for resolving
the
components of permanent
and induced magnetism
are discussed by Heiland and
appear in other texts,
and methods for measuring
the susceptibility
of samples are treated.
If both forms of magnetism
are present, the anomaly must
be calculated
for the resultant field direction,
if determinable.
Field proceedure:
Since the amplitude of a cave anomaly depends
on the
susceptiblity
contrast
between its contents
(he r e air, I( = 0) and the surrounding rock,
magnetic
cave detection can succeed only in rock of rather
high susceptibility
or remanent magnetization.
A chart of susceptibilities
of
gammas

30
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STRIKE =

NORTH

..•....., ....20

.........

0°
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1RAVERSE
30°

THEORETICAL PROFILES
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.~.9.If:I:lI.
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z

STRIKE

o
mAVERSE

ORIENTATION

."...
I

90"

CAVE STRIKES

Figure 5.
Theoretical
magnetic profiles
for
13.7 meter deep cave of Figure 4
showing effect of different
cave strikes
(Curves A,B,C)
and traverse
orientation (Curve D).
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various
rock types is provided in Figure
1. Because of its generally low
magnetite content,
limestone is rather non-magnetic; hence, the method would
probably fail to locate limestone and other solution caves; but, it is promising for lavas
of high magnetite content.
The initial tests,
therefore,
were
planned for lava tubes, for two reasons:
1) lavas are generally
quite magnetic, and 2) lava tubes approach in form the type body of the
horizontal
cylinder
gammas
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Figure G. Measured magnetic profiles
over three northern California
lava
tubes: Pluto's
Cave, striking
approximately magnetic east/west;
Craig
Cave, stirking
NSOoE,magnetic; and Tionesta Cave, striking
N70oE, magnetic.
The magnetic dip shown applies
to Craig and Tionesta Caves; the
dip at Pluto's
Cave is that shown in Figure 7.
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Plate I (Opposite page). Measured magnetic profiles over Tickner Cave, near
are
LaVaBedS
National Monument, California.
The mapped cross-sections
printed in red.
Plate II. (Above).
Magnetic contour
cave plan is shown in red (transit

map of surface above Tickner
survey by T. Rohrer).

Cave. The
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gammas

WIND and DANGER CAVE
Magnetic Profiles

West

I

60

40

20

o

I

20

3000

East
40

60-

meters

:Figure 7. Measured magnetic profiles
over Wind and Danger Caves near Mount
Shasta, California.
Cross-sections
of Danger Cave are shown in the lower
two traverses;
the cross-section
of
Wind Cave under Traverse Q-Q' was
not obtained;
the region under R-R' is inaccessible
(cr , Figure 8).
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A vertical component torsion magnetometer was used in each of the tests.
This instrument reads to about Z gammas,
while the total intensity of the earth I a
field in the area studied is about 50,000
gammas. Readings were spaced from 5
to 20 feet (approximately 2 to 6 meters)
depending on the detail of data required
to define the profiles. Diurnal fluctuations of the e a.r-thf e field were monitored
by repeating certain stations at irregular
intervals, but the fluctuations were negligible compared to the size of the anomalies recorded.
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It was decid.ed to run an extended
survey over known portions of a lava tube
to determine
if a conepi.cuo us anomaly
were present,
which might be followed
beyond blockages of the tube, so that it
could be traced
along the surface.
A
straight cave lying beneath relatively flat,
i'~~""~t~.~r~s~=~
regular terrain was sought. In addition,
2'-0 0
40
SO
the ground could not be too brushy and
the cave had to be accessible by road.
Figure 8. Sket ched plan of Wind
Furthermore, the cave had to be of sufand Danger Caves, showingthe
ficient diameter
and shallow depth in
orientation
of traverses
used
order to yield a definitive anomaly, Samin the plots of Figure 7.
ple traverses
were run over a number
of tubes before a suitable site was found. In the following discussion, the
data from all attempted traverses are presented in graphical form, representing both discouraging as well as encouraging results, so that the reader
can evaluate more than just the favorable sites.
Field results:
Not all caves appeared to be promising for purposes of detection. The sample traverses of three such examples are plotted in Figure
6. In the case of Plutote Cave, a large and lengthy tube, near Mount Shasta,
the strong negative dip over the cave was not definitive, due to the accompanying pronounced variations on both sides. This extreme magnetic "noise"
is probably the re sult of variations in remanent magnetism, representing
superposed flows of different times. On the surface, there is no evidence
of adjacent lava tubes. Craig Cave, in Lava Beds National Monument, showed
a slight negative anomaly over its axis, but a much larger "c ros a-over"
anomaly typical of a horizontally polarized solid tabular body, such as a
dike, appeared to the north. Tionesta Cave, just south of the Monument,
seems to be too small in open cross-section
to yield an anom.aly which would
override the local magnetic variations.
Three of the caves sampled gave encouraging results.
Traverses over
the known portions of Danger and Wind Caves, near Mount Shasta, show
negative anomalies (Figures 7 and 8); traverse R-R' over the ground between the two demonstrates that they are connected by an open passage now
blocked off by rockfall. The very large tube known as Skull Cave, in Lava
Beds National Monument, displayed a cross-over of about 7000 gammas peakto-peak (Figures 9 and 10). This might be explained by the presence of a
large component of remanent magnetism horizontally oriented, and indeed,
hand specimens of the surface lava do exhibit strong permanent magnetism;
but, from the present data, it is not possible to confirm this
explanation.
Because of its size, nearness to the surface, and high anomaly, Skull Cave
very likely could be mapped rnagnet.i.ca ll.y far beyond the present blockage,
150 meters within.
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'0
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Figure 9. Sketch plan of Skull Cave
showing orientation
of traverses
used in Figure 10.

Tickner Cave, at the south boundary of Lava Beds National
Monument,
originates
in a cinder cone about 1.5
kilometers
south of the area
mapped.
From
its source
onward,
it can be
entered here and there through splatter
cones and breakdowns,
but the
tunnel is blocked at many points.
The
upper portion (Glacier
Cave) contains
permanent
ice.
The cave
continues
under the road (though filled here by
road-building)
and becomes
Bertha's
Cupboard Cave to the north.
Throughout this report,
we shall refer to the
entire
system as Tickner
Cave.
The
system
can be
entered
at several
points north of the area mapped,
and
probably
continues north
to join the
complex of tubes near
the Monument
headquarters.

The favorable terrain
and distinct
negative anomaly which appeared in sample
traverses
indicated
that this site
was suitable
for detailed mapping.
Traverses
were run during three visits
and tied together
by referring
to reference
stations.
The cave and surface
baseline
were
ff na.Ll'y tied in by means of a transit survey.
The traverses
and their corresponding
cave cross-sections
are depicted in Plate I. Traverse
I is over a collapsed
portion of the tube, D is over the portion
filled in by
the road crew,
and at K the cave cr-os svs ectton is locally constricted.
Beyond the map,
to the north, the cave again becomes large.
By means of Stanford
data were converted
into
superimposed
the plan of
of the map demonstrates
circumstances.

Research
Institute
computer facilities,
the traverse
the magnetic
contour map of Plate II, on which is
the cave. The, long negative trend d0WU the center
the applicability
of the magnetic
method
in these

The magnetic
lows at the east and west edges of the map represent the
edges of the uppermost
lava flow.
Local
emalk-diamete r tubes and holes
occur in places
and may contribute
to some of the lesser
variations.
The
most conspicuous
anomalies off of the tube are due to remanent
magnetism
at the surface.
Rock samples moved upward toward the inateument
head increased the readings;
when the samples were inverted and the action repeated,
the readings were reduced ..
Since Tickner
Cave runs nearly magnetic
north/south
here,
its traverse
profiles should approximate the theoretical
example of Figure 4. Qualitatively
it does, but the presence
of ehouldens
on some traverses
suggests
that remanent magnetism
is playing a significant
role here, and rendering
quantitative interpretation
difficult. Nevertheless,
a eueceptfbfHty calculation
from
Equation 5, yields
an approximate
value of 20,000
cg e units
for Traverse
B_BI.
Conclusions:
In a favor-able environment
of gentle terrain
and high suscephbihty rock having small variations
in remanent magnetism,
caves that are
of large
diameter
compared
with their
roof thickness can be detected and
mapped using a magnetometer
of medium accuracy. Caves striking
magnetic
north/south
should produce a single negative
anomaly, easily
distinguished.
Even in "notey"
magnetic environments,
caves not showing up distinctively
in a single
traverse
may stand out in others,
and a plot can facilitate
recognition of a trend.
Cave-like anomalies
discovered where no cave openings
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are known should be followed up by at least one other method.
preferably
gravity. in order to confirm it as being due to a void and not a mere
change
in lithology.
Finally,
caves in lava seem to be the most amenable
to magnetic detection;
tunnels and caves
in soils,
sandstones,
and tuffs less 80;
while caves
in soluble rocka-c-Hrne atone , dolomite,
gypsum.
and salt-may
produce no resolvable
anomalies.
This statement,
however.
remains
to be
tested by field experimentation,
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and contains
a
brief bibliography.
It is of particular
interest
to note the actual details
of
the geologic failure which caused a 600-million-ton
landslide and the worst
disaster
of its kind in history.
A thin-bedded,
platy limestone
containing
clay
seams
[Mal.rn formation
of Upper Jurassic
time) rested on a massive
dense limestone
(Dogger forrn.ation of Middle Jurassic).
Solution action was
prevalent
through the Dogger limestone,
and numerous
sinkholes, tubes, and
openings
developed in the Ma.Irn formation,
especially
along the strike
on
the upper slopes. Subsequent
analysis indicates clearly
that the interconnected
solution
openings in the lirnestone
were a major factor in the slide,
which
took place in its upper reaches
along the contact between the Ma Irn and the
Dogger limestones.
This is not the autho r-t s first
acquaintance
'with reservoir
failures
in
karst
terrain
(cf., CAVE NOTES. vol, I, p. 9-10), nor is it the first tirne
that geologists have grievously'
underestimated
the potential for change
in
karst
terrain.
It would seem that there exists a sound basis for fundamental
research
on karst solution,
if only to prevent reservoir
calamities
of this
type.
R. deSaussure
Cave Research Associates
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breccias
and cave
site in Germany.

Analysis and interpretation
of travertine,
rockfall,
earths in an interglacial
archeological and paleontological
and C. SAFADI. The karst
BURDON,
D. J.
1964.
Hydrology, voL 2, p , 324-347.

groundwaters

of

-A.L.L.

Syria.

Journal

of

Karst aquifers
arise
from 1) Jurassic carbonates,
2) Middle Cretaceous
carbonates,
3) Tertiary
secnmeuts , and 4) Middle Miocene evaporites.
The
first
two have formed paleo-karsts,
during ernergences,
and some kar s t t ng is
believed
to have occurred
during the Miocene and Pliocene but the principal
activity
has been in the
Quaternary during pluvial
episodes.
The typical
aquifer
zone explored
by boreholes is accompanied by an upper "Carapace"
zone,
dry, and a lower
"unkarstified
carbonate flool' zone", also dry.
The
quanti ty and quality
of karst discharge
through springs
and wells is illustrated by tables and figures.
-A. L. L.
using reflection
COOK,JOHNC.
Seismic mapping of underground cavities
August 1965.
Ld-bude s , Geophysics, vo L. 30, 110.4, p. 527-538.

amp-

Caverns at depth are expected to reflect
seismic waves and obstruct
reflections
from deeper strata,
pr-ovfded the openings
are of sufficient
size.
'1'11is should apply especially
to shear waves encountering a liquid-filled
cavern. A brine-filled
cavity 300 meters below the surface
gave uncertain
results,
but solution cavities
500 meters down produced strong seismic "shadows".
Theory
and results
of experiments are presented
and application to mapping
of natural caverns and nuclear-explosion
cavities
is suggested.
-A.L.L.
DORT,WAKEFIELD,
Jr.
cave site revealed

Et AI.
Paleotemperatures and chronology at archeological
by thermoluminescence. Science, voL. 150, p. 480-481. 1965.

Contrasting values of remnant thermoluminescence
of limestone samples from
Jaguar Cave, eastcentral
Idaho, reveal temperature differences attributable
to
posi tion within
the cave microenvironment.
Absence of recorded tempera ture
change during cave-filling
by rock and human debris indicates brevity
of human
occupation, which was near the end of Wisconsin (Pinedale) time,
-o-Author-s .
GEZE, BERNARD. La Speleologie Scientifique.
paper-back)
1965. (4.90 Fr., $1. 00,

Editions

de Seuil,

Paris.

190p.

A splendidly illustrated
popular textbook on the
cave sciences
and karst.
The book contains chapters on origin of caves and control, mineralogy and cave
climate,
and brief chapters
on biology,
archeology,
and speleological
applications.
A short glossary and bibliography complete the text.
-A.L.L.
GLAZEK,
J.
Kras podmorenowy Doliny Panszczycy w Tatrach.
gicZl!l, voL. 8, no. 1, p. 161-170. 1964.

Kwartalnik ~-

A karst terrain composed of dolines,
uvalas,
and swa.llets,
has developed
in a glacial moraine of the
Panszczycy Valley.
The moraine overlies Triassic
carbonate rocks, buried during retreat of the last
glaciation.
The lost water
reappears as artesian
springs in the Bucha Wodavalley.
-A. L.L.
HELLER,F.
Ein bedeutsames Quart~rprofil in e t ne r H(lhlenruine bei HU'uas/Hartmannshof (N8rdliche j'r-ankenaIb) . Eiszei talter
~
Gegenwart, Bd.14, S. 11-116
1963.
Paleolithic
deposits near Nllrnberg are dated as late
WUrminterglacial
in age.

Riss glacial

and RiSS/
-A.L.L.
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Deckeniana,

Die HHhlen des Rheinischen
Schiefergebirges
sa. 118, H, 1, S. 85-92.
August 1965.

und Ihre

Entstehung.

Cave development occurred, apparently
continuously,
in three phases: Ll wate r
filled,
2) partially
water filled
(with horizon development),
and 3) erosional
channel phase,
all due to lowering of a water table.
Sloping plane walls are
attributed
to a gradient varying from deposition
at depth
to solution
at the
tope, producing a triangular
profile,
-L.R. G.
HURT,WESLEY
R, Recent radiocarbon
dates for central and southern
ican Antiquity,
vol. 30, no. 1, p, 25-33.
July 1964.

Brazil.

Amer-

Radiocarbon dates
from caves and shellmounds in central
and southern Brazil
indicate occupation
extending over a 10, 000 year period, during which major climatic
changes
occurred.
Correlation
of these dates
with geologic context
of the sites
indicates
a close agreement with the theoretical
climatic
fluctuations and changes of sea level proposed by Fairbridge.
--Author.
of the Bo Le s.kawie c syncline in the
KRASON,
J., and Z. WOJCIK. The deep karst
~
Geologica Poloniea,
vol. 15, no. 2,
p , 208-212. 1965 (in
Sudetes Mtns.
English) .
The deep karst
of the syncline is in
Upper Permian rocks,
and contains
caves,
fissures,
and plastic
clays,
explored
by boreholes
and excavations
in copper mines. Water circulates
along
fault zones down to about
750 meters
below sea level.
The karst attained
its maximumdevelopment following
Laramide
orogeny, but earlier
karsting is also recognized and traced.
The importance of
this Polish example of deep circulation
in karst studies is pointed out and related to occurrences
elsewhere.
-A.L.L.
MAGUIRE,
BASSET Jr.
Monodella Texans. n . sp. , an extension of the range of the
crustacean
order Thermosbaenacea to the Western Hemisphere. Crustaceana, voL
9, Pt 2, p , 149-154.
1965.
Six specimens of a new species
were collected
from fresh,
cool water in
Ezell's
Cave, Hays County, Texas. This discovery extends the range of the order
from the Old to the NewWorld, and from coastal "and/or salt spring"
locations
to an inland si t e . Pr-evf ousLy they were known only from the Mediterranean
area
and the Dead Sea. The species is described
and illustrated.
-A. L. L.
SHUTLER,M. E.,
and R. SHUTLER. Deer Creek Cave, Elko County, Nevada.
~
Museum, Anthropological
Papers, no. 11, 70p. October 1963.

~

Deer Creek Cave, a rockshe1ter in limestone,
was excavated in 1960. It was
interpreted
to have been occupied by hunters since about 8000 B. C. Though all
perishable
material
has decomposed, the remaining artifacts
resemble those from
Danger Cave, Utah.
The analysis
of bone material,
fish, manunal, artifacts,
and
stra tigraphy are included.
-A.L.L.

WA'IKINS,
J. S. t R. H. GODSON,
and K. WATSON.set sure ~nvestigation
of near-surface cavi ties-~
preliminary report.
"Lnve s t i.ga'tLon of in situ
phys f caI properties
of "surface
and subsurface
s1 te materials
by engineering
geophysical
techniques
Project,
Annual Report. U. S. Geological Survey, Flagstaff,
Ariz.
p • BI-826.
1965.
Field investigations
have mapped. two 'lava tubes
(in the Pisgah flow of the
Mojave Desert, California,
and the Kana-a flow, near Flagstaff,
Arizona) and
a nuclear explosion
cavity at
the Nevada Test Site. Seismic phenomena observed
were free oscillations,
anomalous amplitude attenuations,
and delays in arrival
times. The oscillations
are attributed
to vibrations of the walls.
-A.L.L.
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